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Associate Dean Novoa Receives President’s Award from
The San Antonio Bar Association
Associate Dean and Law Professor Ana
Novoa received the San Antonio Bar Association
President‟s award on February 24, 2011. Justice
Phylis Speedlin of the Fourth Court of Appeals
spoke about Associate Dean Novoa‟s work with
the poor and marginalized.
Justice Speedlin wrote, “Ana was awarded
the President‟s Award this year for her years of
dedicated service to providing free legal services to
the indigent of our community.”
She went
on to say that,
“Ana was instrumental in establishing the San Antonio Bar Association Community
Justice Program. She spent
innumerable hours
helping structure
the program into
the success it is
Justice Phylis Speedlin speaks of
today.”
Associate Dean Ana Novoa‟s

Associate Dean Ana Novoa
accepts the President‟s Award
presented to her by Justice
Phylis Speedlin.

work on behalf of the poor and
marginalized.

The Community Justice Program (CJP) is designed to help all those individuals who would otherwise not be able to afford any
legal services.
CJP currently helps with uncontested issues like bankruptcy, divorce, landlord and tenant
disputes, probate and wills, and Haven For Hope
Warrants Clinic. They do not handle other criminal cases or family violence at this time.
Justice Speedlin also wrote that Associate Dean
Novoa received this award because she was,
“...instrumental in helping Haven for Hope become
a reality for our community.”
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Associate Dean Ana Novoa speaks at the SABA
monthly luncheon after receiving her award from
Justice Phylis Speedlin.
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Sister Anne Fischer, S.S.N.D.
October 4, 1930—September 3, 2010
Anne Fischer was born
in St. Louis MO on October 4,
1930. She was the second
daughter of WilliamP. and
Anna (Bruemmer) Fischer.
Anne attended elementary
school in her home parish of St.
Thomas in St. Louis, and then
she followed her only sister,
Pauline, as she attended Notre
Dame High School.
Anne looked for employment after graduation;
the office jobs she found were not satisfying. After
some preparation, she began teaching. Those who remember their first day of teaching empathize with
Anne‟s experience. She related of the day as a lay
teacher of fourth graders at St. Andrew School,
“Through the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost I managed to do and say enough to get
through the first day.” That she had discovered her
life‟s niche as an educator is indicated in her account,
“As the days went on, I learned more than I taught. It
was interesting and it was apostolic work.” And again
she was with the School Sisters of Notre Dame whom
she had known through her high school years. Now in
working with them, she observed more closely their
way of life. “I began to think seriously about continuing this work, not as a lay teacher, but as a religious.”
Anne decided to enter the congregation of the School
Sisters of Notre Dame.
In 1954, she professed her first vows as Sister
Mary Basil. Sister was sent south to teach in Houma,
LA. Quite providential, it seems that Anne‟s first mission as a religious was in the city named for the Houma
Nation, a tribe native to this part of the country.
As if for emphasis, Sister Basil taught at two
parish schools in Houma: Holy Rosary and St. Gregory.
After fifteen years there, sister continued her teaching in
St. Gabriel School, New Orleans, LA. It was during
this time that “her generous and adventurous spirit”
responded to an invitation send out to the Dallas Province. Sister Louise Beneke knew the need for the Native-American children in Arizona to be more thoroughly instructed in their faith. She asked the province
to issue the invitation to sisters to come, at least for the
summer, to teach these children. So it was with the
children of the Navajo tribe in North Arizona that Sister
Anne spent her 1971 vacation time.
Sister returned to St. Gabriel‟s and was later
missioned to Longview, TX, but not for long. The spirit
of the Houma Nation and the Navajo children must have
vibrated with Anne‟s own contemplative one for after
just one year teaching in Longview, Sister volunteered

for the mission which she appeared to be destined.
In 1974 and for the following four years, Anne
ministered to the O‟odham People at Covered Wells,
AZ on the Papago Reservation. There with S. Dorothy
Scherer, S. Ruth Speh, she assisted the Franciscan Missionaries by providing creative programs to prepare
children to receive the sacraments, participated in adult
catechesis, and trained adults to conduct liturgical services in the absence of a priest. The catechists, in turn,
instructed others throughout 17 villages of the reservations.
A Jesuit missionary requested S. Anne to assist
him in serving the Catholic Community in the Gila
Bend Native American Reservation. After a few years
with the Pima Indians, Anne settled into 22 years in the
Gila River Catholic Community.
This community usually consisted of Sister
Anne, a few rotating women religious, Franciscan
brothers and one or more priests. They quickly incorporated lay men and women. Anne wrote of this community, “The members agreed to have either prayer or a
liturgy together every day, to eat one meal together each
day, to meet regularly for business and planning, to
have a day of recollection once a month, to share responsibility for cooking, shopping, cleaning, cars, etc.
and to have a free day and a fast day each week. One of
the goals was to form a strong local community which
would in turn reach out to the larger Christian Community.”
It is understandable then, when SSNDs were
sent to nearby Casa Grande, just 15 miles from her ministry site and Anne was invited to live with them; she
found it difficult “to live in two cultures.” A short time
later Anne settled on being with that group on weekends.
However, throughout Anne‟s account over the
32 years with the Native Americans, Anne was truly
attuned to her SSND community. Sister Mary Delbert
remembered her active involvement in the Phoenix
EFC. “Anne regularly spent time with her Extended
Faith Community for holidays, in prayer and playing
cards.”
Sister Sue Menshek tells us, “Anne lived every
paragraph of You Are Sent and participated in all SSND
life, especially as we are now living into the soon-to-be
Central Pacific Province. Her life was very balanced as
we are challenged by You Are Sent.” Sue and Sister
Barbara Masch had shared community with Anne in
Phoenix. With them again, and with Sister Ann Semel,
Anne formed community in the last months of her life.
It is not difficult to understand that, when the
priest who was the vicar for the Native Americans in the
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Phoenix Diocese was transferred, the bishop, in consultation with her peers, appointed Anne as Vicar. Again
Sue Menshek writes, “Anne and I worked in the same
building so I usually saw her as she developed a pattern
of spending only a part of one day a week in this office.”
So involved was she in the culture, a decision
to leave must have been extremely difficult. Her reason
for leaving she wrote in 2006, “the
need to have a younger person in
the job.” But sister Dolorette,
who had known Anne during their
many ministry years in Arizona,
recounted, “She sense fatigue…
her physician was medicating to
help equalize her irregular heartbeat.” The fact that at this time
Anne needed to make decisions
for and with her only sister,
Pauline, figured into the need to
leave the Native-American community.
Anne loved the people with whom she lived
and worked, and they loved and adbired her. Remembering her unassuming, gentle, reflective, demeanor,
Sister Ann Semel related, “Anne was generous with her
time and talent; she was early at prayer before leaving
for her ministry. Her needle work gave joy to her
friends and contributed to the income of St. Mary of the
Pines‟ gift shop.”
Sister Anne accepted Dolorette‟s invitation to
assist in parish work in Von Horn, TX. “Anne did volunteer work here: updating sacramental records, making
financial reports and improving the environment in the
church. We hear again of Sister Anne;s artistic talent;
she restored the church‟s damaged statues. Anne had

learned how to restore statues from Sister Kathlyn Balsar.
Short stints found her in parish work, at PEPI,
the adult literacy program in Louisiana, then her last
ministry as clerk at the Center for Legal and Social Justice of St. Mary‟s University‟s Law School. Sister
Anne was involved at the Center on the morning of her
death.
Sister Sue writes of their attending swearing-in
ceremony for new student lawyers
on the day before she died. She
was so impressed with the words
of the Judge, based on Micah,
“Do justice, love mercy and walk
humbly with God.” It was the last
thing we talked about on Friday
before she came to tell me she
didn‟t feel well.”
Sister Anne was persuaded to go to the hospital by
ambulance that day, and Sister
Sue rode along. Sister Anne completed her journey on
September 3, 2010, and went to her God with whom she
had walked humbly and justly.
Sister Anne is survived by her sister, Pauline
Fischer, of St. Louis. Preceding her in death are her
parents.
Sister Anne‟s body was brought to St. Mary of
the Pines in Chatawa, MS. Morning Prayer celebrating
her life was followed by the Mass of Christian Burial.
Reverend Thomas Potts, SVD was the celebrant. Sister
was laid to rest in the convent cemetery on September
11, 2010.

Adolfo Maldonado
May 7, 1963—January 18, 2011
Adolfo Maldonado, Jr. born on May 7, 1963 in Sinton,Tx went to be
with our Lord on January 18, 2011 at the age of 47. He was an avid
Dallas Cowboys fan. He is preceded in death by his parents, Adlofo,
Sr. and Minerva Maldonado. He is survived by his wife, Santa T.
Maldonado; stepson, Julian Hernandez; stepdaughter, Julie Ann
Contreras; numerous grandchildren; sisters, Norma Tamez and Sylvia Hernandez.
“Adolfo Maldonado was not only our housekeeper at the CLSJ, but
he was also our very dear friend and „brother‟. He took great pride
in keeping the building sparkling clean, especially the floors. There
is no doubt Adolfo was a diligent, hard worker. He always went out
of his way to help us with projects, and setups or whatever we needed help with in the clinic. We always talked about football when it
was in season, because Adolfo LOVED the Cowboys. I mean he was
crazy about them. I worked with Adolfo for about 9 years here in
(Continued on page 5 “Adolfo Remembered”)
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the clinic. He was such a great guy. I still miss my buddy.”
-Irma T. Hurd
Building Manager
“Adolfo was not only our housekeeper but a friend. He always went beyond the call of duty
to help out around the building. He would remind us of our inspection/license sticker had
expired and would volunteer to remove/replace the sticker for you. He was the liaison for
housekeeping/physical plant employees seeking legal assistance. He‟d help collect aluminum cans for one of our elderly clients. He was certainly an important asset to our family
of social justice. He will forever be in our hearts. We miss you brother.”
-Mary Mendez
Outreach Coordinator

End of Year Awards
Each year the CLSJ hosts a Closing of the Academic Year Ceremony. The ceremony recognizes that students enrolled in clinic have completed a ten month commitment to representing the very poor in our society. At the end of the Student Attorney’s service to the
Clinic, they will have established attorney client relationships, defended cases in state and
administrative courts, advocated for their clients, written motions or briefs, and begun
their professional lives.
The Closing Ceremony usually occurs during the last week of classes. A blessing of the
students is said and they are thanked and honored for their hard work, some are given
awards and a dinner is served.
The awards distributed include the Marianist Green Award and the Francisco Leos
Award.

Marianist Green Award
The Marianist Green Award is given to one, or two students who have
exhibited an exceptional commitment to the poor and disenfranchised
that surpasses merely meeting their legal needs. The recipients of this
award have reached out to the other clinics, to the law school and to
the community. This year, the CLSJ recognized Lauren Kennedy, 2L
from the Immigration Clinic, as the recipient of the Marianist Green
Award for going beyond the traditional clinical call-of-duty in her
work on a Haven for Hope case wherein she represented a Brazilian
refugee who was also a crime victim. Lauren engaged in crossclinical collaboration by working with the Civil Justice Clinic to help
the client obtain critical test results and a divorce from her abusive
husband. Despite language barriers, Lauren maintained an excellent
relationship with the client and even helped her move into the Guadalupe Home transitional living home for women with infants where the
client and her infant son receive specialized supervision and
care. Lauren also obtained necessary documentation for the client‟s
immigration case by personally attending counseling sessions and
doctor‟s appointments, communicating with the client‟s family in her
home country, attending court hearings, and filling out the necessary applications for relief for both the Executive
Office of Immigration Review and United States Citizenship and Immigration Services.

The Center for Legal and Social Justice
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Francisco Leos Award
The Francisco Leos Award is given to one or two exceptional students from each clinic.
The recipients of this award have shown excellence in their studies at the clinic. The 20102011 recipients are:

Criminal Justice

From left: Prof. Anne Burnham, Award Recipient
Shawn Sareen, and Prof. Stephanie Stevens

From left: Prof. Lee Teran and Award Recipient
Shari Mao

Civil Clinic

Civil Clinic

From left: Prof. Dayla Pepi and Award Recipient
Christina Zambrano
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Immigration Clinic

From left: Prof. Dayla Pepi and Award Recipient
Jake Rogiers
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Tales of Triumph and Words of Wisdom:
STUDENTS REFLECT ON CLINICAL EXPERIENCES

Civil Justice Clinic Student Reflections
law students, individuals are very welcoming and appreciative.

By Erin Oglesby
I went on my first border trip with the Civil
Justice Clinic (CJC) in the fall of my 1L year. A friend
mentioned that translators were needed in Laredo for
legal aid services, so I volunteered.
Since then, I have taken several more
trips to Laredo and Eagle Pass with the
CJC. The outreach border trips were the
first, and only, times that I traveled to
this part of Texas. As I continued to
participate in the program as a student
attorney, my experiences evolved. I was
exposed to a myriad of legal issues and
injustices.
These trips exposed two realities about this
unique part of the state. First, there are so many people
in need of pro bono legal services in border towns, and
second, when these services are offered by St. Mary‟s
By Diana Mata
The Family Justice Center
Here are the facts: A woman living in Texas
has a two-year protective order against her husband due
to domestic violence. The husband moves out of their
apartment and is furious because his wife wishes to file
for divorce. Amid death threats by her husband, the
wife flees the apartment because she fears for her and
her children‟s safety. The wife is
forced to break the lease, and the landlord sues her for early termination of
the lease. Should the woman be liable
for breach of the lease contract?

One of the best parts about the trips is seeing
the local community centers. A couple of times that we
visited, little kids showed up to play
outside. We gave them pizza, and they
politely thanked us and went back outside. When adults come, they are glad
to have someone listen to their issue, and
try to assist them. Although we cannot
take every case, we do offer advice, referrals or representation to many who
seek our aid. This outreach program
makes a difference in the border communities we travel to, and it also makes
a difference in the professional development of clinical
law students who are exposed to this rewarding experience.

Justice Center (FJC), I helped women navigate the legal
system, and I advocated for their interests and the interests of their children. The core concept of the FJC is to
bring together, in one location, all the crucial services
needed by survivors of domestic violence, so that they
can reach out to one place to get help rather than face
the logistical nightmare of driving to various locations
all over the city. Representatives from multiple agencies, such as police, prosecutors, counselors, Texas Rio
Grande Legal Aid attorneys, community advocates and
St. Mary‟s Law School students are
all under one roof assisting survivors
and their children. A battered person
during a single visit to the FJC can
file a restraining order against her
abuser, talk to police, get counseling,
and start developing a safety plan to
escape the abuse. Additionally, because of its strategic location inside
the University Health CenterDowntown, a survivor may even be
able to receive medical assistance.

This is a typical scenario you
hear during a client interview at the
Family Justice Center. Except, this
case was not plucked out of a casebook
where the issue, rule of law and holdings are provided for you within a few
pages of text. This is a real life situation, and you as a
Student Attorney, must use all the tools you‟ve acquired
Listening to stories of abuse and suffering is
in law school so far to find the proper legal answer for
difficult, and clients that have experienced domestic
your client.
violence may need more time to become comfortable in
the professional relationship. For many years the perAs a Student Attorney assigned to the Family
(Continued on page 8 “FJC”)
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son may have been warned by her abuser not to disclose
the abuse, let alone the details. A client may be concerned that somehow the abuser will learn about her
disclosures and punish her for it. As a Student Attorney
working at the FJC, you learn to listen carefully to your
clients and to observe their demeanor, so that you can
adjust the interview accordingly.

tools I learned to utilize in order to assist my clients
with their cases. My work at the FJC also exposed me
to other areas of law including, Identify Theft issues,
Protective Orders, Consumer Related claims, Divorce
and Custody issues.

St. Mary‟s Student Attorneys play a vital role
in assisting the FJC with their mission to serve survivors of domestic violence. My time at the FJC was exReturning to our real life fact pattern above, if tremely rewarding. I was able to use my legal knowlyou answered “no,” you would be correct. Under Texas edge to help empower women to break the cycle of vioProperty Code §92.016, a tenant who has suffered fam- lence and victimization. This is an experience that will
ily violence may break a lease with a valid protective
forever influence my future practice as a legal advocate
order and thus avoid liability for early termination of a and professional.
lease contract. The Property Code is one of the many
By Victoria Marie S. Bongat
My Social Security Case Experience
One of my first Civil Justice Clinic case assignments was a Social Security disability case. I, along
with another student, as co-counsel, was assigned to
work on a case in
preparation for a
hearing early in
the Fall semester.
One important
aspect of the case
was the need for
a translator. My
client spoke two
languages—
neither of which
was English or
Spanish; so the
search for a
translator took
some time.
While we could
not contact our
client as quickly
as we liked, we
utilized the time
to do more research on Social Security cases and the
kinds of questions we should ask when we had the opportunity to do so.
Once we found a translator, we discovered
that our contact number for the client was not working.
Searching through the file for alternative numbers, we
reached him. Time constraints and having to work
through the translator made communicating by e-mail
the easiest way to make decisions and to get information
to our client in between our in-person meetings.
After interviewing our client, it was time to
think about the mock (and real) hearing. We set due

8

dates for drafts and for our mock hearing. I disliked
group projects in high school and was unsure what it
would be like to work with a partner. I discovered its
advantages. My co-counsel and I divided the hearing
tasks. Preparing the direct examination questions of our
client was one of my responsibilities.
Some of my existing habits and skills proved
valuable. I was complimented on the amount of case
notes I took and saved in my electronic folder. Other
skills or tendencies, I worked to modify through real
practice. For example, I worked on adjusting my usual
way of writing and speaking. My supervising attorney
commented that my natural writing and speaking style
is somewhat formal, and encouraged using, at times, a
more conversational style and simplifying the language.
I simplified my direct examination questions, as well as
email messages to the translator, for easier understanding. By the end of November, I had made significant
progress in composing messages that covered everything they needed to more simply.
The day and night before the hearing were
filled with multiple drafts of questions and e-mails between my co-counsel, my supervising attorney, and me.
By 12:12 a.m. on the day of the hearing, I received the
last feedback from my case supervisor, advising me to
get some sleep for clear thinking—something that can
be as important as preparation. The hearing went well,
and the Administrative Law Judge found our client disabled. The client seemed very grateful for our help.
He repeatedly thanked us—both after the hearing, and at
our post-hearing meeting.
I learned so much from working on this case—
about the immense preparation involved in getting a
client through a hearing, the good fortune of having a
well-prepared co-counsel, and the real effect of our efforts on behalf of clients. The client‟s need and his
story may not be unusual, but helping him through the
appeal and getting to see the aftermath of a favorable
decision impressed upon me how much what I do matters.
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Haven for Hope
Walking onto the grounds of Haven for Hope (Haven)
can be quite daunting. The outside is surrounded entirely by a black steel fence, making the place somewhat
reminiscent of a prison. Before entering the property,
we go through “security,” where it is not rare to see
residents being searched, going through body scanners,
and submitting to a breathalyzer test. Beyond security,
Haven begins to look more like a typical community
college campus—clean, nicely landscaped, and attractive buildings.
My first semester at Haven, I was assigned to
Prospects Courtyard (PCY), the area of the property
reserved for any homeless person who needs a place to
stay. Upon completion of certain chores, classes and a
pledge of sobriety, those at PCY are given the chance to
become “members” at Haven. They are then moved to
other housing at the facility and offered numerous services to help them become self-sufficient. The homeless at PCY are not forced to become members, the
choice is theirs.
It is difficult to describe the “typical” client—
one thing I learned from working at Haven is that homelessness is an epidemic. It touches people of all ages,
ethnicities, and levels of education. While some of the
people of Haven have found themselves in their current
situation because of addiction or mental illness, many
others are there because they‟re just down on their luck
with no close family or friends to help. Although we
were there to help with legal issues, there were some
people who signed up for appointments just so they
could talk with someone, so they could be heard.
Many others need assistance getting an identification card so they can apply for jobs. At PCY, this
was especially common since people were coming directly from the streets where they do not have a safe
place to keep their personal things, so their identity

documents are often
stolen or lost.
I
helped
several clients obtain
identification cards,
but one particularly
stands out.
His
documents came in
over the Christmas
break, so I was not
available to give
them to him directly.
However, after the
break I was back at
Haven,
walking
through the building
looking for another
client, when I heard
someone shout my
name. It was my client from the previous semester running over to me with a huge smile on his face. “I need
to show you something,” he said. He pulled out his wallet and proudly showed me his brand new Texas Identification Card. “Thank you so much!” he said, and gave
me a big hug. This was by far my most rewarding encounter.
Working at Haven has given me invaluable
experience, both personally and professionally. Personally, I have seen people at their absolute worst, which is
a lesson in thankfulness and humility. Professionally, I
have learned to speak kindly and patiently to everyone,
while improving my interviewing skills and general
knowledge of the law. Overall, Haven for Hope is an
environment conducive for future attorneys to acquire
essential legal knowledge while providing the community a much needed service.

proceeding. My client, let‟s call her Mary, struggles to
compose herself as she practices her responses to my
Pre-Trial Performance
script for the temporary orders hearing she is scheduled
to appear at in one week. She and I are practicing body
Act 1, Scene 1
The scene: The Clinic courtroom at dusk with the
posture, eye contact, voice intonation, and framing her
warm early Autumn sunrays filtering through the west
answers in a light most favorable to her case. I am also
windows.
practicing framing my questions in a logical order, reThe client: A woman in her late 30‟s bustling in, nerv- moving the quiver from my voice, and focusing my
ous about what next week holds for her, corralling her
nervous energy.
two toddlers towards the gate that separates the spectaAfter a few hours of finessing her responses,
tors from the court players.
chasing her tiny tots down from furniture, and completThe student attorney: Another woman very anxious
ing four practice runs, Mary and I decide to call it a
about what the next week holds for her client, gnawing night.
on a piece of string cheese for dinner and distracting the
Next up: the temporary orders hearing.
two toddlers from climbing over the swinging gate.
Act 2, Scene 1
This is the opening act for my client‟s divorce
(Continued on page 10 “Pre-Trial”)
By Miranda Guerrero
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The scene: Bexar County Presiding Court,
9:30 am. The judge is calling out names, clients and
attorneys are popping up like jack-in-the-boxes, and
people are bouncing around like ping pong balls.
My opponent: My heels, my nerves, and the
cup of coffee I knew I shouldn‟t have drank for breakfast.
My salvation: Professor Dayla S. Pepi, supervising attorney extraordinaire!
As I look about the courtroom, I marvel at the
three ring circus that is Presiding Court. The judge‟s
staff is whispering in hushed tones to each other and
shuffling papers. Attorneys are gossiping inside the
ring, while their clients are wringing their hands on the
sidelines.
When I hear my case announced, I nonchalantly stand up and state, “Present, your Honor” and
look about the courtroom to see if Mary‟s husband is
present. He is, so I turn and announce, “Mark us conferring, your Honor.” Whew! I didn‟t stumble, stutter,

or squeal as I had feared. Now comes the fun part:
selling Mary‟s concerns to her husband in an effort to
provide the best custody and visitation schedule for her
two lovely but rambunctious toddlers.
During the three hours of mediation that follow, I bring forth my skills as a social worker, advocate,
educator, and peacemaker to bear on both Mary and her
husband. Eventually, all four of us hammer out a custody and visitation schedule that, in my opinion, is in
the best interest of Mary‟s children. The bonus for
Mary is that she is spared from having to go on the witness stand in order to justify her request for such unusual temporary orders.
As I gear up for Act 3, the final orders hearing,
I keep one goal central to this case: utilizing the law to
help Mary provide the best home and visitation schedule for herself and her boys. That goal, and more string
cheese, will hopefully keep me sane . . .

Criminal Clinic Student Reflections
By Shawn Sareen
Warrants Clinic Reflection
Participating in the Warrants Clinic gave me a unique
opportunity to directly help someone in a seemingly
hopeless and terrifying situation get back on her feet
and achieve a fresh start. Our client was a homeless
woman who lived on the streets for many years. By the
time we first interviewed
her, she had just moved
into Haven for Hope and
was in the process of getting a job. However, she
had a warrant pending for
the misdemeanor charge of
“theft by check between
$50-$500.” To make matters worse, her driver‟s
license had been stolen. As
a result, she was stuck in
an unfortunate circumstance where the warrant
prevented her from getting
the driver‟s license, while
the lack of an I.D. prevented her from getting a job so
she could take care of the warrant.

could eat, but was unaware that her account shared by
her ex-husband had fallen to a low balance. While nobody should break the law under any circumstances, our
client‟s situation struck me because she did not intend to
do anything wrong and the items were essentials like
food, bathroom supplies, and other basic needs that the
many of us take for granted.

Even worse, it was not as though she disappeared and avoided the debt.
In fact, she received a letter
about the charge and started
a payment plan with the district attorney‟s office in
which she could pay in installments. Given what little
she had, she paid almost the
full amount of the check, but
fell short of the processing
fees attached by the District
Attorney‟s office. Despite
her efforts, the district attorney was compelled to turn
the case over into a criminal
charge.
That was where we came in. We researched all evidence
on file and began a forming a strategy for her defense. I
was fortunate to get the opportunity to work with a
What made her charge more unfortunate were graduate of the Criminal Clinic after she recently passed
the circumstances in which she received it. The woman the Bar Exam. The more we learned and were able to
was trying to buy groceries with a check so that she
(Continued on page 11 “Warrants Clinic”)
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explain to the client, the less worried she became. We
were able to obtain proof of an identification and advised her to turn herself in so she could be quickly be
processed and get out on a personal recognizance bond.
As the hearing date approached, we gathered
many facts and researched case law in her favor. As a
result, we were able to convince the prosecutor that her
case should be dismissed. After seeing her so worried
and anxious throughout the entire process, I‟ll never

could assist her with her local solicitation charges, she
would continue to get more charges and remain homeless unless we could somehow assist her in resolving
her felony out-of-state warrant so as to enable her to
seek lawful employment, and housing. Indeed, her outof-state warrant presented as the root of her trouble.

By Rick Ramirez
Criminal Justice Clinic
students
Kavita Bhalla,
Eloy Hita,
Richard Johnston and myself, under the
supervision of
Professor
Burnham and
Professor Stevens, represented a homeless client with
a myriad of
municipal
court charges
including
unlawful solicitation of
money
(“panhandling”). Because of her circumstances, our client supported herself primarily
from income obtained by solicitation of money
from motorists and pedestrians.
Besides her municipal violations, the young
woman also had a felony probation violation
warrant issued by another state. The client
could not financially afford to return to the
other State to take care of the warrant, and because of this out-of-state warrant, the client
could not obtain the proper documentation and
identification to seek lawful employment.

forget the sigh of relief our client gave as we explained
that the sheet of paper with a the signature was not probation or some type of plea deal, but a full dismissal. It
made all the months of uncertainty and work worth it.
At the end of it all, I was simply happy that I could help
someone go from fearing imprisonment to finally having the clean slate to help get her life on track.

Knowing that we are not authorized to practice
law outside of Texas, we contacted the public defenders
office for the county in the State where the warrant was
issued in an effort to obtain their assistance on behalf of
our client.
The public defenders office was very attentive
to our client‟s problem in that State, and agreed to represent the young woman on her warrant issue. The public defenders office then worked with the probation department as well as the judicial system in that county to
come up with a viable solution to this ongoing problem.
After consulting with the client by telephone,
and the probation officer, the public defender requested
the termination of the warrant and the case. The judge
agreed and signed an order terminating the probation in
her felony case.
The client‟s municipal cases are currently
pending resolution,
and once the
“...it was apparent
charges are resolved, the client
this client’s local legal
will be able to apply for a Texas
and social troubles
identification card
and ultimately
were part of a much
present applicabigger, seemingly untions for employment without havsolvable cyclical probing the out-of-state
warrant as an oblem…”
stacle.

While otherwise eligible to participate in the
Haven for Hope program, this client could not
get past the outdoor courtyard because she did
not have Texas identification. Early on in our representation, it was apparent this client‟s local legal and social
troubles were part of a much bigger, seemingly unsolvable cyclical problem: while the Criminal Justice Clinic
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By José María Garza
During the
past semester I was
fortunate enough to
have taken part in a
jury trial and a subsequent motion for a
new trial. The stakes
were high in this
case because an adverse ruling for our
client could jeopardize her status in this
country, since she is
not as of yet a U.S.
Citizen.
In addition to the rigors of trial, our client had
to deal with the rigors of making childcare arrangements during trial since she is a mother of two young
children. The trial itself lasted two days and I was able
to actively take part in preparation and presentation at
various points in the trial, as well as conducting direct
examination of one of our witnesses.
While we ultimately did not succeed at trial in
clearing our client of the charges against her, in a subsequent motion for a new trial I was able to successfully
argue on her behalf that the evidence the jury had used
in the previous trial was legally insufficient to find her
guilty of the crime she was charged with.

“… The stakes
were high … an
adverse ruling for
our client could
jeopardize her
status in this
country…”

Not only did the judge agree with our motion,
but he also agreed with my push for a judgment of acquittal based upon applicable case law from the Supreme Court which constitutionally ruled that a reversal
based upon a legal insufficiency of evidence at trial
should also result in a judgment of acquittal because it
would violate a person‟s 5th and 14th amendment right
against being placed in double jeopardy for the same
crime. Our client was acquitted of all charges against
her and we are currently working on expunging the arrest from her record.

a prisoner was found not to be guilty based on new
DNA results, other factors can also lead to wrongful
convictions. For these individuals, such factors include
eyewitness misidentification, false confessions, governWrongful Conviction Review Program Update
ment misconduct and ineffectiveness of counsel. Our
criminal justice system is the best in the world and in
“[B]etter that ten guilty persons escape, than most cases the correct results are achieved. However,
that one innocent suffer.” Sir William Blackstone inthe system may sometimes get errocluded this quote in his collection
neous results because of errors or
of Commentaries on the Laws of
misconduct in the process. To enEngland back in 1769. While alsure that our force of justice continmost 250 years have passed since
ues to be the best, we must make
Sir Blackstone‟s writings, this sensure that, if possible, errors are untiment is just as true today as it
covered and that they are properly
was when it was written. This is
addressed. If there are errors in the
especially true to men like Bruce
criminal determination process, a
Godschalk, Gregory Wallis, James
convicted person may in fact be
Lee Woodard, and most recently,
innocent and wrongfully convicted.
Cornelius Dupree, Jr. of Texas.
In keeping with the spirit of Sir
Each of these men were tried and
Blackstone‟s philosophy of so
convicted of various crimes from
many years ago, as a civil society
burglary to rape to murder and
we should understand it is still our
spent many years in prison. Howduty to try and minimize the sufferever, each has been subsequently
ing of that one innocent.
exonerated of their crimes. While
(Continued on page 13 “WCRP”)
there have been many highly publicized cases in which
By Richard R. Johnston, J.D. Candidate, May 2011,
Ethan A. Jones, J.D. Candidate, May 2011, and
Robert S. Wilson, J.D. Candidate, December 2011
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In following this philosophy, and in keeping
with its charitable mission of serving the underprivileged in our community, the Criminal Justice Clinic of
St. Mary‟s University School of Law began a program
to review convictions in which claims of wrongful conviction have been raised. Although many attorneys, law
professors and law schools receive letters from prisoners claiming innocence and seeking legal assistance,
there are only a handful of programs in the State of
Texas that legitimately review such letters and, in appropriate situations, offer legal representation. Over the
past few years, the Criminal Justice Clinic, and many
St. Mary‟s law professors, have received letters from
prisoners claiming wrongful conviction based on a variety of issues.
Associate Dean Ana Novoa,
along with professors Stephanie Stevens
and Anne Burnham of the Criminal Justice Clinic lay the groundwork for a program currently named the Wrongful Conviction Review Program (“WCRP”).
With assistance from law students Rick
Johnston, Ethan Jones, Steve Wilson and
Amanda Oster, the Criminal Justice
Clinic is proud to announce that the
Wrongful Conviction Program began
operating in the Spring 2011 semester.
The WCRP is designed to be a
combined effort among the Criminal Justice Clinic, St.
Mary‟s University law students, and St. Mary‟s University undergraduate students. Once letters from incarcerated inmates are received and initially entered into the
WCRP database at the Criminal Justice Clinic, those
letters will be distributed to clinic student supervised

undergraduate volunteers for the initial review and information gathering process. This process consists of
reviewing the letter and summarizing the prisoner‟s
situation and what potential issues the prisoner is raising. The undergraduate students will also conduct some
limited research on the prisoner such as basic conviction
and parole information, and whether or not the prisoner
has gone through any appeals. From that point, under
the supervision of Criminal Justice Clinic supervising
attorneys, Criminal Justice Clinic students will enter
this information in the database, review the information
and confer with clinic faculty regarding whether or not
the prisoner‟s claims have merit and whether to continue with further information gathering (e.g. obtaining
court records and trial transcripts). Once completed,
supervising attorneys will review all information obtained and determine if the
Criminal Justice Clinic will
undertake legal representation
of the prisoner, which in some
instances may result in the
filing of a post-conviction Writ
of Habeas Corpus.
The WCRP will focus on review of Texas cases stemming
from convictions in Bexar and
surrounding counties. Additionally, the WCRP will not be
reviewing death penalty cases
or cases involving DNA, concentrating mainly on issues
relating to misidentification, prosecutorial/governmental
misconduct and ineffective counsel.

Immigration Clinic Student Reflections
was when I was asked by Professor Lee Teran to go to
the South Texas Detention Facility in Pearsall, Texas to
Immigration Clinic Student Reflection
meet with one of my clients as well as interview another
potential client. I made the drive along with a fellow
Coming into the Fall 2010 semester, the only
immigration clinic student, Ryan Humble, who was also
experience with immigration law that I had was a permy co-counsel on this particular case. I did not expect
sonal one; my mother is a naturalized citizen who had
what I saw, and although I understand the necessity of
previously used the services of an immigration attorney. such holding facilities, it just feels too similar to a
Before that semester, if someone asked me to tell them prison. Specifically, when we walked inside there were
about immigration in general, all I could say is that
armed guards, and we had to pass through a metal dethere seemed to be some very tough obstacles for an
tector. In order to meet with our client, we had to surimmigrant seeking admission to the United States; how- render our driver‟s licenses in exchange for a red badge
ever, I had no idea about the specifics. Thankfully, in
that indicated we were visitors. We waited for approxiorder to be in the immigration clinic a law student must mately forty-five minutes before we were allowed to
either have taken or be currently enrolled in the immivisit our client. I later learned that this facility has a
gration law (or international law) class.
capacity of approximately 2,000 detainees, and only
One of my biggest eye-opening experiences
(Continued on page 14 “Reflection”)
By: Chris Konneker
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four available interview rooms to accommodate detainees and their attorneys. After passing through several of
the heavy “buzzing doors,” we finally reached the one
room that had been assigned to us.
Mixed emotions aside, we interviewed our
client and the other potential client; both of these individuals looked understandably worn out. I can
only imagine the feelings
these two individuals had,
where we appeared to be
some kind of light in an
otherwise dark area. Our
client was facing removal
from the United States in
proceedings instituted by
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), but
we had the argument that
our client had acquired
U.S. citizenship through
his father, who was born in
the United States, and
therefore we maintained
that DHS did not have the
right to detain our client. Under section 301(g) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 USC section 1401
(g), an individual born abroad to a U.S. citizen parent
acquires U.S. citizenship at birth if the parent resided or
was physically present in the United States prior to the
child‟s birth. The time period for residence/physical
presence varies depending on the statute in effect on the
child‟s date of birth. What was unusual about the situation concerning our client was the prior history of litigation in his family; his older brother previously faced the
same situation in Arizona. He was detained by DHS
pending removal proceedings, and there he argued that
due to his father‟s birth in the United States, coupled
with a presence in the United States for ten years, he
By Hina Chheda
A Student Perspective: The Importance of Criminal
Law in the Immigration Realm
I remember not too long ago I was scrambling to turn in my clinic application. I also remember being nervous about my clinic selection. For as
long as I can remember the idea of working on
criminal issues just plain bored me to death. This is
probably shocking considering I am someone who
would gladly write motions, wills and other mundane documents on a daily basis. Given this
knowledge and having previously worked in the
civil arena, I carefully and thoughtfully chose immigration clinic. Once the Immigration Clinic began, I
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had acquired U.S. citizenship through his father. The
Arizona immigration judge terminated the brother‟s
removal case and ordered him released from DHS custody.
However, for our client‟s case, this fact was
apparently not enough to impress the detention staff and
the DHS trial attorney, and it then fell upon us to argue
that they were wrong.
Very soon thereafter, Professor Teran, Ryan, and I
went to immigration court
in order to argue this point
before the immigration
judge. We succeeded in
having our client released
from custody after we produced additional evidence
of this prior litigation concerning the brother from
Arizona. However, we
still needed to come up
with more evidence that
supported the notion of our
client acquiring U.S. citizenship through his father,
but in the meantime it was
a victory for our client in the sense that he would no
longer be detained. In particular, working on this case
made me wonder: how many potential U.S. citizens are
being detained in remote detention centers in South
Texas, and even subsequently removed from the United
States, all because they did not have access to an attorney that would make sure their true citizenship status
was not overlooked?
I am very fortunate to have had the opportunity
to be a clinical student in the immigration clinic, because it made me realize that immigration is a critical
area of law that has a tremendous impact on everyone‟s
lives, whether they realize it or not.
quickly realized that regardless of my distaste for
criminal law, it is something I am going to have to
utilize throughout my clinic experience. The bottom
line is criminal matters often lead to immigration
issues.
Criminal activities are more often than not
grounds for deportability and will cause removal
from the United States, or are a basis for inadmissibility, rules which prevent an individual from immigrating. This means if a foreign national, even a
legal resident, gets in trouble with the law the federal government has an interest in determining
whether the person has violated a law that would
make him or her ineligible to continue residing in
the United States. Additionally, being arrested
(Continued on page 15 “Perspective”)
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means that regardless of whether the individual is
lawfully or illegally present he or she is now on the
government’s radar. The arresting official is likely
to forward that criminal violation on to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) which will determine whether or not to begin deportation or removal proceedings against the alien.
It is critical that criminal defense attorneys are
aware of immigration consequences for non-citizen
clients. It is highly likely that a practicing criminal
defense attorney in the State of Texas will frequently encounter clients that are in danger of being deported or removed
from the country. Often,
the type of sentence, plea,
or bargain that the defense attorney will strike
with the prosecutor on the
client’s criminal charges
will determine the subsequent immigration consequences. Recently the
Supreme Court recognized the drastic immigration consequences of
crime in Padilla v. Kentucky. In that case, Justice
Stevens held that the defendant, Mr. Padilla, was
inadequately represented
by his criminal defense
counsel. Specifically, prior
to advising Mr. Padilla to
enter into a plea, his attorney failed to consult the
relevant immigration statute to determine the consequences on Mr. Padilla’s immigration status. If
the attorney had consulted the relevant statute he
would have easily ascertained that the plea entered into would result in a conviction that would
make Mr. Padilla statutorily deportable as an aggravated felon.
Without a doubt, there is interplay between criminal law and immigration law. However,
the analysis, interpretation, and procedures utilized
in criminal matters are not necessarily the same
analysis, interpretations and procedures that immigration law requires. An attorney working in immigration must understand and interpret pertinent
criminal law, and that interpretation to the immigration laws. The Immigration and Nationality Act
(INA) is a massive statute with numerous sections,
sub-sections and sub-subsections. Moreover, the
ordinary meanings of words used in criminal statutes do not necessarily correlate to the meaning
given to terms found in the INA. For instance, a
felony for criminal purposes may have little to no

consequence in immigration law. Better yet, a misdemeanor under the Texas Penal Code can be
considered a felony for immigration purposes and
cause serious consequences.
In the Immigration clinic I was given the
opportunity to understand exactly how involved
criminal statutes, procedures and law are in immigration cases. Karma just so happened to deal me
a case that involves every aspect of criminal law
imaginable, a client who had just turned eighteen
and had five separate and different criminal
charges and a laundry list of juvenile charges. My
client is facing removal proceedings, but because
he is the son of a victim of
domestic violence he may
have relief from removal. It
was my responsibility to determine what consequences
his criminal history presented to his ability to apply
for the relief available.
I spent hours trying to figure
out which floor and which
office in the Bexar County
Courthouse keeps what records in order to obtain the
appropriate documents to
begin analyzing how each
criminal issue affects the
immigration relief available
to my client. I spent hours
upon hours trying to figure
out how to obtain from the
San Antonio Police Department the weight of marijuana, in grams, that my
client had on his person because under immigration law the amount of marijuana determines
whether an individual is eligible for certain types of
relief. I spent many nights and afternoons attempting to understand criminal mischief in the Texas
Penal Code and then taking that understanding
and applying it to the INA.
It is in working on this case and doing the
tasks I mention above that I learned a significant
thing about the law and my future. Ultimately, regardless of what type of attorney I will someday
call myself, I am going to have to face my utter
dislike of the criminal realm as it so often creeps
up in legal issues, especially immigration issues.
But most significantly, I learned that in order to be
an effective attorney whether I practice immigration
law or not I must learn to cast aside my initial notions of what I will and will not do and embrace
every issue and challenge that will await my client.
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By Shari Mao
Practicing the Law
Before law school, I always wondered whether three
years of classroom education would provide the knowledge and skill necessary to represent a client in need of
advice and advocacy. Lawyers are expected to walk
straight out of the classrooms prepared to represent clients on life changing issues. Doctors, subject to the
same, are often required to have additional training after
medical school, through residency and sometimes fellowships, so that doctors may hone their practicing
knowledge of medicine. I was told lawyers did not have
that same training opportunity.
However, after nearly
two semesters, I
would argue that the
clinic rewards law
students with an experience similar to
that of a residency for
doctors, in a condensed period of time.
The clinical program
at St. Mary‟s Legal
and Social Justice
Clinic teaches students
to not only think like
lawyers, but to practice being a lawyer.
As a part of the immigration clinic, I have
had both classroom
experience and court room experience. These experiences have opened my eyes to what it means to practice
law.
As I prepared for my cases, I visited Immigration court
to watch other cases being heard. I observed an individual from Honduras who faced threats of death and torture at home and attempted to represent himself for asylum to no avail, simply because he did not know the
codified elements necessary for relief. I witnessed another individual questioned by an immigration judge,
why it was that he failed to submit any proof necessary
for relief from removal. The man answered, it was because he was never told and thus did not know that he
had to offer any tangible proof. His attorney that purportedly represented him sat merely a few feet away,
staring ahead. Then, I have a client, who had relied on
the advice of a practicing immigration attorney, not
affiliated with the clinic. The attorney had stated erroneous law. As a result, my client left the country without speaking with me, thus changing what could have
been a fairly standard application for a visa to a more
complicated matter. I keep replaying my last conversa-
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tion with the client, wondering what I could have said,
what I should have asked, so that she would have revealed her plan of leaving the country to me.
Today, I received a court opinion placed on my desk by
Professor Teran. One of my clients just received an
approved cancellation of removal. Less than two years
ago, he was held in detention, facing removal from this
country. A St. Mary‟s law student had traveled to the
detention center to interview him and to document his
situation. When summer came, the case was transferred
to another law student who assessed the client‟s eligibility for relief, filed a FOIA (Freedom of Information
Act) request, gathered evidence, and helped the client
file taxes. When fall semester started up, my partner,
another law student, and I sorted through the notes left
by the previous student
attorneys, acquired
additional evidence,
and discussed strategy
for our client‟s relief.
We filed motions,
wrote a brief, and prepared our client and his
witnesses for his hearing. Our client‟s file
reads like a road map
documenting our learning process.
The day of the hearing
came. My partner and I
took turns questioning
each witness, our professor sitting next to us,
silent, but available for
advice. When it was time for the ICE attorney to cross
examine our client and the witnesses, I held my breath.
Each question she asked unveiled the dedication and
preparation by my partner and I, along with all the student attorneys before us. The hearing revealed the successful transfer of our client‟s case through three sets of
hands. As I read the immigration judge‟s opinion to
grant relief, I cannot describe the pride I felt for having
been a part of my client‟s life changing experience.
Because of my immigration clinic experience, I have
developed a deep appreciation for clients who put their
futures and their trust in the hands of their student attorneys. I have gained a solemn realization of the responsibility that comes with representing a client. And I
have accepted that only after a year of clinic, I will
never master the law, but I have started on my road to
practicing the law.
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who was brought as a child to the United States by her
widowed mother from Mexico. She had been raised her
Immigration Clinic Reflection
entire formative life in Texas, attended and graduated
from Texas public schools, and only wanted a chance to
Working in the Immigration Clinic has been
work and take care of her young United States citizen
arduous, liberating, empowering, and definitely reward- son. The DREAM Act is a critical bill which would
ing in contrast to the inflamed political discord involv- provide an avenue to legal permanent residency for
ing immigration in our national and state politics. In the young immigrants who arrived illegally to the United
media migrants are stigmatized and blamed for a multi- States, graduated from high school, are of good moral
tude of social problems. The typical client in the Immi- character, and have been in the country for at least five
gration Clinic is not a person who has come to the
years. The proposed statute provided that applicants
United States free from external influences. Most are
who completed two years of studies at a four year uniforced into migration by global
versity or completed two years in
economic factors which have
the military would acquire tempodegraded their homelands and
rary residency for six years while
made making a living and raising
they either completed their studies
a family impossible in their
or mandatory military duty. After
homelands. Some are children of
this period they could apply for
migrants and now must suffer the
permanent legal status, and ultirealities of our legal system that
mately if they qualified, for natuattempts to expel them from the
ralization. However, the DREAM
only country they know.
Act failed to be passed by the SenImmigrating to the
ate late in 2010.
United States is extraordinarily
My client had been arrested by the
complicated and often very exDepartment of Homeland Security
pensive. There are many at-risk
and like other young immigrants
groups ranging from young miwho hoped for passage of the
grants seeking work, unaccompaDREAM Act, she was facing renied children, and immigrants
moval proceedings and deportafleeing violence and oppression
tion to Mexico. However, because
abroad. They have little money
she had also been the victim of
but are desperately looking for
domestic violence during her marhelp. Many, despite their deservriage to a United States citizen, the
ing character and need for huclinic was able to find an avenue
manitarian relief, are not eligible
to assist her. We have gathered
due to severity and complexity of the Immigration and
evidence of her marriage, the domestic violence she has
Nationality Act (INA). And, then surprisingly the clinic suffered, and the hardship she and her son will face if
will find a section of the INA which permits us to exshe is removed from the United States. Her applications
tend a helpful hand. For instance, the immigration pro- are pending and a final hearing is set for April. At that
visions of Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) altime we hope that she will achieve her dream to stay in
low a foreign national who has been the victim of dothe United States.
mestic violence and is the spouse or child of a United
States citizen or legal resident to file a petition for relief
and stay in the United States.
Working on a VAWA case has been the most
rewarding and difficult experience of my legal education so far. It involves countless hours of gathering the
most intimate and horrifying details of the client‟s life
and relationship with her abuser and drafting and preparing her petitions. If successful, the end result means
my client who has suffered domestic violence can
change her life, become independent and potentially
free from abuse, and acquire the legal right to stay in the
U.S.
My client can best be described as one of the
many thousands of young people who would have benefitted from the DREAM Act. She was a young woman
By Ryan Humble
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